Prenatal Diagnosis of Abnormal Sternum Development and Dilated Aortic Root in a Fetus with a Novel 204 kb Microdeletion of the TGFRB2 Gene
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Abstract

The Loeys-Dietz syndrome (LDS) is a connective tissue disorder that is associated with vascular abnormalities, including aggressive aortic aneurysms, as well as skeletal and craniofacial malformations. The molecular mechanism of this syndrome remains to be fully elucidated. In this case, we describe a 29-year-old woman, gravida 2 para 1, who was referred for consultation after urinary tract malformations were observed during her mid-gestation anatomic survey. Following referral to our unit, ultrasound examination of the 21-week fetus was repeated. The fetus was observed to have a dilated aortic root and a poorly ossified sternum with mild pectus deformity. After elective termination, single nucleotide polymorphism microarray testing identified a novel 204 kb microdeletion involving the short arm of chromosome 3. The deleted genetic material included 4 exons of the TGFB2 gene. Although the phenotype of LDS may be caused by haploinsufficiency of the TGFB1 or TGFB2 gene, our experience suggests a more complex picture of LDS. The study of such cases might further elucidate its pathogenesis.
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1. Introduction

The Loeys-Dietz syndrome (LDS) is a rare connective tissue disorder described only in
case series [1] [2]. It is associated with vascular abnormalities, including aggressive aortic aneurysms, skeletal malformations, including pectus excavatum and scoliosis, and craniofacial malformations, such as bifid uvula. LDS is generally suspected in children who have clinical stigmata or based on a significant family history. There are two types of LDS: type I, which encompasses 75% of cases, is associated with vascular, skeletal, cutaneous, and craniofacial findings; type II is associated with similar malformations, although craniofacial abnormalities are not seen. The molecular mechanism of this syndrome is complex and remains to be fully elucidated [3]. Two major genes, encoding the transforming growth factor β receptors 1 and 2, TGFBR1 and TGFBR2, were originally associated with LDS. Most recently, mutations in the gene encoding SMAD3 and TGFB2 have been associated with LDS-like presentations. Mutations are primarily missense and located in the C terminal of the serine/threonine kinase domain [1]. While specific diagnostic criteria have not been established, testing for these genetic mutations is indicated when specific malformations are identified.

The mean age of death in LDS patients is 26.1 years [1]. The major sources of morbidity and mortality in LDS are attributed to aortic dissection and rupture, mitral valve prolapse, and enlargement of the proximal pulmonary artery [1]. Histologically, fragmentation of elastic fibers, loss of elastin content, and accumulation of amorphous matrix components occur in the aorta [1]. Upon postnatal diagnosis, clinical evaluation includes echocardiogram, full body MRI or CT to assess for aneurysms, radiographs for skeletal abnormalities, and craniofacial and ophthalmologic physical examinations [4]. For the cardiovascular manifestations, beta-adrenergic medications are used to control hemodynamic parameters. Early surgical interventions of aneurysms and the ascending aorta can be life-saving [5]. Surgical correction may also be necessary for cervical spine instability, clubfeet, and other associated skeletal issues.

The prenatal diagnosis of LDS due to a de novo mutation of TGFBR2 in a 19-week fetus with aortic aneurysm was reported shortly after the syndrome was described [6]. To our knowledge, the only additional case of prenatal diagnosis involved the finding of a complex congenital heart defect (double outlet right ventricle with interrupted aortic arch) associated with a mutation in TGFBR1 [7]. Our recent experience with the early second trimester detection of an additional fetus with features of LDS, including aortic findings, and deletion of TGFBR2 (rather than a mutation), prompted this report.

2. Case Report

A 29-year-old woman, gravida 2 para 1, was referred after urinary tract abnormalities were observed during her mid-gestation anatomic survey. Following referral to our unit, ultrasound examination of the 21 week fetus was repeated. The fetus was observed to have a dilated aortic root (Figure 1) and a poorly ossified sternum with mild pectus deformity. In addition, there was a thick walled urinary bladder, small echogenic kidneys, and bilateral megaureters. A hyper flexed left lower extremity was noted. Fetal echocardiography revealed mild to moderate aortic root dilation of 0.62 cm; a normal aortic root at this gestational age would measure between 0.25 cm and 0.45 cm [8]. The
fetal brain appeared normal on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The pectus deformity was also confirmed on MRI.

The patient was counseled about the findings and was offered amniocentesis for prenatal diagnosis. She declined invasive testing, instead electing pregnancy termination. She had an uncomplicated dilation and evacuation at 21.5 weeks. Fetal tissues were not examined for anatomic evaluation, but were sent for cytogenetic testing. The karyotype results were normal (46, XY). Residual cells from tissue culture were submitted for microarray testing. Single nucleotide polymorphism microarray testing identified a novel 204 kb microdeletion involving the short arm of chromosome 3 (arr [hg 19] 3 p 24.1 p 23 (30, 707, 262-30, 911, 149) × 1) indicating monosomy for this region. Deleted genetic material included 4 exons of the TGFBR2 gene and 14 exons of the GADL1 gene.

Neither the patient nor her husband had clinical histories suggestive of LDS, and their family histories were negative for suspected cases. Genetic counseling and parental testing were strongly recommended, but neither was accepted at the time of this report.

3. Discussion

The molecular mechanism for LDS is not entirely clear. The disorder, which is associated with high transforming growth factor (TGF-β) signaling in affected tissues, is most often due to heterozygous mutations in genes responsible for positive effectors of TGF-β (e.g. TGFBR1, TGFBR2, and SMAD3). More than 70 mutations of the TGFBR2 gene have been reported in patients with LDS, of which the majority are missense
mutations. The role of the increased TGF-β signaling in the development and progression of features of the syndrome, particularly aortic aneurysms, is not understood. Previously reported cases of children with TGFBR1 and TGFBR2 deletions have not had aortic findings on clinical evaluation, although longer follow-up is not available [9] [10]. Most recently, loss of function mutations in the TGFBR2 gene have been reported to cause syndromic presentation of thoracic aortic aneurysm with features that overlap with LDS [11]. Thus, the complex pathogenesis of this hereditary connective tissue disorder remains uncertain.

Our case is noteworthy in that disruption of the TGFBR2 gene was identified in a fetus with multiple malformations. We believe that the deletion of four exons of the TGFBR2 gene together with a dilated aortic root and the sternal abnormality are consistent with a diagnosis of LDS. To address whether the identified deletion was a benign copy number variant, several databases collectively containing over 17,000 normal patients were screened and no individuals found with similar losses disrupting TGFBR2 [10]. The hyperflexion of the left foot might also be consistent with the syndrome, but we are unable to relate the urinary tract findings to this diagnosis as this has not been seen in association with TGFBR mutations up to this point. The other gene disrupted by the deletion, GADL1, encodes a cytosolic enzyme called glutamate decarboxylase-like protein. This mutation has yet to be associated with a known disease or phenotype. Cytosolic enzymes are not typically dosage dependent [12], and thus we suspect that a microdeletion involving the GADL1 gene is unlikely to be responsible for the ultrasound findings in the fetus of our patient.

4. Conclusion

In the other reported cases of microdeletions involving the TGFBR1 and TGFBR2 genes, aortic involvement was absent [7] [8]. Campbell et al. states that haploinsufficiency causes a phenotype that is distinct from LDS, but he concludes that longer follow-up is warranted. In contrast, our experience with a novel microdeletion involving only 4 exons of TGFBR2 gene (which are included in Campbell’s microdeletion) suggests a more complicated picture. We believe that the study of similar cases might provide understanding of the basis for the discordance between the findings in these cases and contribute to further elucidating the pathogenesis of LDS syndrome. We also believe that calling attention to our experience and the previously reported prenatal diagnoses may lead to including LDS in the differential diagnosis of dilated aortic root or related findings during mid-gestation ultrasounds. Evaluation of such cases by testing for deletions and sequencing the putative genes might provide clinically important information for these patients.
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